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SEARCH FOR HEALTH AMONG
THE MARONI RIVER CARIBS
Etiology and medical care in a 20 th century
Amerindian group in Surinam
Maliwa:yu po:ko onumeqgato: po
1.

Introduction.

T

he Caribs of the lower Maroni live in four villages of one
hundred or more inhabitants, and a few smaller ones. On
the Surinam side of the Maroni, they number about 1100.
Although the history of contact goes back to the beginning of the
16th century, and although the Jesuit "reducciones" in French Guiana
(17th and 18th century) exerted considerable influence on their culture,
permanent contact began only in the second half of the 19th century,
with the founding of Albina (1846) and of St. Laurent-du-Maroni
(1857), the first as a trading center, the second as a penitentiary. Both
settlements became small market towns and regional centers towards
the end of the 19th century, after the discovery of gold on the upper
Maroni (1874).
Racially, culturally and linguistically Albina is almost a miniature of
Surinam's plural society. It counts Chinese, East Indians, Javanese,
Creoles, Dutch and strongly acculturated Amerindians among its inhabitants. Languages of all the people mentioned are spoken, although
the Creole language (Negro English, called Sranan by the sophisticated)
is the lingua franca. The town is frequented, moreover, by Djuka and
other Bush Negroes (mainly from the upper and middle course of the
Maroni) and by Wayana from the upper reaches of the Maroni, the
Litani and the Paloemeu. Both have built their traditional houses in
Albina. An Arowak village (Anjoemarakondre, also called Marijkedorp) forms part of Albina, and tribal Caribs are daily visitors.
For all its diminutive size, Albina is a regional center in more than
one respect. It is the seat of the District Commissioner of Marowijne
(Maroni). There is a police station and also a law court. It is a religious
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center, housing missionaries of several denominations, and, closely
connected with religion, an educational center with several schools
and boarding-schools. It is an economie center with a large number
of shops (some thirty, owned by Chinese) and a market. Finally it is
a medical center with a physician and a small hospital. St. Laurent,
situated opposite Albina, shows the same picture, albeit on a larger scale.
Medical aid was available in the penitentiary in St. Laurent from
the very beginning in 1857; a doctor was stationed permanently in
Albina at the end of the 19th century.
The Caribs are integrated in many ways in Albina's social structure
(playing roles foreign to their traditional social structure), not irn the
least as to its medical service. They visit the doctor in Albina when
necessary, and he visits the biggest villages twice a month (Bigistoi},
some seven miles upstreaim, and Christiaankondre and Langamankondre, at the mouth of the Maroni). How do the Caribs, in whose
culture shamanism is the key concept of religion and in handling of
illness, integrate the new medical possibilities ? How do they behave
in a situation that allows choice between medical specialists? Does this
new medical situation influence and change Carib concepts of disease ?
It is the purpose of this article to describe the present day medical
situation in two Carib villages. The data on which it is based were
collected during fieldwork carried out between February 1966 and
February 1968, among the Caribs of Christiaankondre and Langamankondre. 1 There are six sections, apart from the introduction: Carib
shamanism; etiology; health; traditional methods of curing; a survey
of present day cases of illness; conclusion.
I dedicate this article to the memory of Maliwa:yu, Chief Harry
of Langamankondre, who died on February 25th, 1968, a shaman with
an experience of almost three quarters of a century.
2. Carib shamanism.
The shaman, or pï:yei? is the only specialist in Carib social structure,
1

2

I am indebted to the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical
Research (WOTRO) for making the fieldwork possible. I wish to express my
gratitude to Mr. M. B. C. de Lang, government physician in Albina during
a large part of the fieldwork, for the medical information he supplied; and to
Dr. R. Price, for checking my use of the English language.
/ï/ is an unrounded close back vowel, / : / indicates a long vowel. I did not
indicate that all consonants but the flap (/l/) are palatalised when they
follow the / i / , unless the consonant is also followed by an / i / . The / s /
preceding the / i / is palatalised too. I refer for details to Hoff (1968).
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and he is primarily a medical specialist. Today shamans are always
male (although in the past there were some female shamans). In the
villages in which I carried out fieldwork there were eighteen shamans
(that is, about one fifth of the adult men), although only eight of them
were active.
A man becomes a shaman either because he himself is ill, and another
shaman suggests that becoming a shaman may cure him, or because
of concern for his own children, if they are frequently ill or if several
of them died. Becoming a shaman includes drinking the latex of the
ta:kini tree (probably a poisora); a. period of seclusion in which the
teacher attaches the benevolent ta:kini spirits to his pupil as helpers
or familiar spirits (aku:wa) and the shaman's songs and the shaman's
language are learned; and a final feast, symbolizing the return of the
pupil to the world. From that moment he may try to cure the ill, and
often he drinks taikini for a second time (see for a detailed account
of becoming a shaman Kloos 1969). Important elements of shamanism
are the rattle, rnadaka, a calabash filled with seeds and small pebbles,
thought to be connected with certain spirits. Tobacco (to:w«j) is used
extensively in shamanism because it is supposed to be associated with
a powerful spirit. During séances it is smoked in the form of the
traditional cigar (leaf tobacco, taübam,, with the thin innerbark of
the ule:mali tree as cover); its juice may be drunk (see below, section 5).
The séance takes place in a small tent (to:kaï) made of five or six
poles and a boat's sail. A shaman's equipment includes a few razor
blades. Finally, special songs (ale:mï) are connected with shamanism.
These songs are sung especially during the séance. Their contents
usually refer to certain aspects of shamanism..
3. Carib spirits and Carib etiology.
The Caribs, although not in the least a spirit haunted people, have
nevertheless populated almost every part of their environment with
spirits. Several terms, apart from personal names for specific spirits,
are used to refer to spiritual beings.3 I mention: cn:ka and ekato:nïmbo,
aku:wa, yo:loka, ewathimi, a:kï, bï.yei, while many spirits are called
'father' or 'grandfather' (yu:mi or da:niulu) of a certain thing, usually
a being, a tree, or an animal.
3

The following is only a short survey of Carib concepts. De Goeje (1943)
presents a survey of Amerindian philosophy, gleaned from numerous sources.
See also Roth (1915).
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a:ka is the principal human soul. yaka:Bmbo, 'my soul, that used to
belong to my (dead) body', goes to God (ta:musi) after death and has
as a rule no direct relationship to the living left behind.
ekato:nïmbo is also a human soul (perhaps 'ghost' would be an
appropriate translation). It does not exist during life as a separate
entity but comes into existence at death (some say it is a man's shadow,
acquiring independence). It stays behind near the corpse and if it
belonged to a personi who behaved badly during life it may bother
the living (see below, example 15).
aku:wa is the shaman's familiar spirit, usually a spirit of the forest
or a spirit belonging to the tw.kini tree.
yodoka seems to be a word meaning spirit in general, but probably
owing to cultural change its connotation has become muddled: nowadays it usually means bad spirit, ewaflumi (derived from wa:lu, dark)
on the other hand, refers exclusively to bad spirits.
a:kï is a concept that is used only in connection with an object possessing a spirit. Rocks, trees, rivers and tiny creeks, but also houses
and gardens all have a spirit associated with <them' (rock, to:pu, its
spirit: to:pu akï:B, -JU/ being a possessive suffix; water, tu:na, its
spirit: tu:nakï:R).
bï:yei is a term of address, used by a shaman during a séance for
several spirits, the familiar spirits in particular.
The spirits, referred >to as 'father' and 'grandfather' of certain objects,
refer to the Carib philosophy of seeing things. Any object has its
visible form: a tree one can see, an animal one can shoot and eat.
This is its -ya:na. It can be perceived by ordinary sensory observation,
by means of eyes, ears, hands, etc.
An object's -yu:mï or -da:inulu represent different degrees of abstraction.4 A shaman dreaming about a jaguar (kcriku:sï) does not
dream about an individual animal, but about kaiku:si yu:mi~ about the
phenomenon 'jaguar'. In the case of animals the -yu:mi is often of the
same shape as the animal, but of abnormal size. In the case of lifeless
objects or natura! phenomena it may appear in animal form: ko:nopo
4

De Goeje (1943: passim) mentions more levels, but he does not match his
remarks with ethnographic data. Penard (1928: 647) cites a Carib who informs
him of three levels, but no additional data are given. In Penard & Penard
(1907) the philosophical background is discussed, but with these authors I am
never quite sure whose philosophy they are discussing: Carib philosophy or
their own. Their ethnographic information is often quite good, but their
intcrpretation dubious. It is difficult to distinguish information and interpretation in their work (especially in part II and III).
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yw.nii is a small bird, but it is the father-spirit of the rain (ko:nopo).
Taking away the bird's eggs is answered by a terrible rain. As a rule
there is some connection between the animal symbolizing a phenomenon
and the latter. pebeito yu:mï, [father] spirit of the wind, is a kitelike
bird that glides over the land in the short dry season, when the relatively
strong trade winds of that part of the year cliase it from the sea.
The philosophy has virtually disappeared; only remnants are known.
None of my informants, for instance, could explain the difference
between a -yu:nü and a -da:mulu (except that the latter was much
more powerful). Most of the Caribs had no idea about it and several
thought that the difference was linguistic (saying, for instance, that
kaiku-si da:mulu does not sound very good). Many spirits, products
of a lost philosophy, are still active, however.
To complicate the system it must be stated that these several categories are not mutual exclusive. An animal's -yu:mi can also be a
shaman's familiar spirit (aku:wa), when he or his teacher succeed in
taming it. When a shaman sends one of his familiar spirits to stand
guard over a patiënt, it becomes a benevolent guardian spirit (eko:sano)
although it may be a malevolent waterspirit in origin.
To the list of spirits I must add a being that is both a spirit and a
human being. His name is Yu:lawai and he does not fit any category.
His origin is told in a myth:
Once a group of Caribs went upstream. One night they stayed at
the mouth of the Sibaliwini, a tributary of the Maroni in French
Guiana. The whole party was drunk and when one of the men went
to the river bank he was captured by an ewaflumi. His father, a shaman,
found out what had happened. His aku:wa told him that his son had
been changed into a man-eater. The shaman summoned his son, whose
name was Yw.lawai, but was told to stop bothering him. He had become
fond of human flesh and ever since he has tried to kill people.
Yudawai is neither dead nor alive (but he stinks like a corpse) and
because he is in a sense a man he combines the strength of human
and spiritual beings. He is regarded as exceptionally dangerous.
There are certain kinds of trees which each house a number of
spirits, we:we akï:R. This is the case with the taikini tree, the latex
of which is used in becoming a shaman. In the shamani's language this
tree is often called we:we yu:mi, because he is the mightiest of all trees,
and the manifestation of 'trees'. He has gathered many animal spirits,
like kaiku:si yw.nii, popopo yu:nü, siimomo yu:nü, pïlimbïlïi yu:nü,
the [father] spirits of the jaguar, a small owl, the bumblebee and a
small fluffy bird.
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They are also the we:we ak'i:ïi. The power, emanating from the tree,
is the principle of growth, the tree's spirit is its itwivadomane (from
tuwa:loma, to raise).
In theory k can be said that categories like a:kï, yu:mi etc. are
connected with everything that is. But in practice only a few of the
possibilities are materialized (spiritualized!).
There could be scores of sites in the Maroni housing a water spirit.
Few sites actually do so. On a certain shoal, for instance an enormous
fowl has once been seen, and therefore a tu:nakï:li {ko:lotoko yu:nü,
the [father] spirit of the fowl) is believed to live there. But a nearby
rock is not associated with a spirit. With regard to the -yu:nü and the
-da:mulu this incompleteness is partly due to degeneration of the
philosophy. But I do not believe thait all the possibilities have ever
been realized. Carib religion has never been very formal, or thought
out to its logical consequences. Based on certain principles it has always
been individual and flexible, suiting individual experience and local
circumstances.
Potentially all spirits can do harm. Even the benevolent familiar
spirits of the shaman will kill him, for example when he transgresses
his taboos (see Kloos 1969: 000). Again, the guardian spirit eko:sano
may harrn 'the person to whom he has been added (see below examples
8 and 11). Why does a spirit cause illness or even death, and how?
Certain spirits are innately wicked and inclined to hinder man.
Yudawai, with his strong inclination towards human flesh, kills without
provocation.
Then there are cases in which the victim did indeed provoke a spirit.
I have already mentioned the example of the familiar spirits, but most
such cases have as their background a different idea. According to the
Caribs, the female reproductive processes, such as menstruation and
birth, are accompanied by a smell, distasteful to spirits (especially the
water spirits, particularly the one called o>ko:yunw). A 'smelling' woman
may contaminate others, by physical propinquity or by the mere fact
of being closely related, who are as a consequence also in danger. Both
ideas lead to several behavior restrictions,
a. a menstruating woman, and also a girl menstruating for the first
time, stay home and avoid the river and the forest. After the
menstrual period a woman cleans her hands with some grated
manioc to get rid of the smell.
b. the husband of a menstruating woman does not have sexual intercourse with her; should he do so he risks an attack of the water
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spirit when fishing. During her period a woman does not préparé
her husband's food.
a shaman avoids menstruating women, at least actual contact with
them. In the past he took his own small bench with hitn to feasts,
for fear of being contaminated.
a woman who has delivered a child stays home for at least a week
and is allowed to bathe in the river only one month after delivery.
the husband and the child born before the newborn keep away from
the river after the birth of a child, resp. younger sibling.
a shaman whose wife has given birth avoids her and the baby for
at least a few weeks (he cannot help her during delivery, as a Carib
husband often does).

Illness or death of any person mentioned above during the periods
indicated are almo9t always attributed to a provoked water spirit
(mainly oko:yumo) although occasionally the bad spirit ewaflumi is
thought to be the cause.
Other spirits may be provoked as well, certain trees which house
powerful spirits in particular. These trees, ta:kini, kuma:ka and
kuwasi:ni5 are not to be felled or even damaged. Any damage is
punished by illness or death.
It is said that a shaman can send a spirit to someone to make him
ill or to kill him. Several shamanis are said to have done this (never
openly accused however), see example 1 and 2 below. I have no field
data that might indicate that a shaman actually tries to send a spirit
to injure someone. The belief may be purely a projection as the cases
suggest (see for general context Kloos n.d. Ch. 8). On the other hand,
the principles of shamanism are compatible with the idea. I collected
many examples of a shaman sending a good spirit to stand guard over
a patiënt. It should be as easy to send a bad spirit, but no shaman
admitted this. All of them said that a shaman, should he indulge in
malevolent activkies would not be able to cure the ill any longer:
a shaman is either good or bad (and they were good ones, of course).
Shamans of the past used their power to harm the inhabitants of other
villages, for example by sending bad spirits in a canoe. Such shamans
are now called bad shamans.
example 1. Some twenty years ago a fierce conflict broke out between
inhabitants of Christiaankondre and those of Langamankondre. Among
the men of Christiaankondre was a powerful shaman. Shortly af terwards a man of Langamankondre committed suicide, for no apparent
5

resp. Helicostylis tomentosa, or H. pedunculata (see Kloos 1969: note 6 ) ;
Ceiba petandra; unidentified.
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reason. Covertly the shaman of Christiaankondre was accused of having
sent a spirit who induced the man to hang himself.
example 2. A few years later inhabitants of Christiaankondre no longer
accepted the Chief, who lived in Langamankondre and was in charge
of what are now two villages. After a few meetings with the District
Commissioner, Christiaankondre got its own Chief. When a number
of children in Christiaankondre died, this was attributed to the actions
of the Chief of Langamankondre, who was also a shaman.
I did not collect cases coming nearer to witchraft than these examples,
and they are a very small minority. Illness among the Caribs is not
a reflection of tensions in the social structure. Instead, they project
the causation of illness onto agencies, spirits outside society (how this
is related to social structure is discussed in Kloos n.d.).
God, ta:musi, although just as real as the spirits, seldom causes
illness. He may be mentioned as a theoretical cause of death (for people
who die of old age). In practice, however, even in such cases the Caribs
refer to spirits rather than to God. God may be an agency of recovery
(after all, he is regarded as having power over even the mightiest
spirits) and his aid can be sought in prayer. I collected only a few
cases in which God punished a sinner during life:
example 3. It is said that one of the founders of Christiaankondre,
who died about 1930, became very 111 at the end of his life. He got
sores and used to run around naked because he could not stand clothes
any longer. He was a quarrelsome man, it is said, and was punished
by God as a consequence.
In general God punishes after death: a sinner is not admitted to
heatven and is sent back to earth, to become fog on the river. Congenital abnormalities are as a rule ascribed to God (yafame tïka:se
mom, tatmusi wa, it has been badly made by God).
Among many Carib speaking tribes in Guiana, Kanaima is a word
standing for a belief about men1 who disappear into the forest to be
initiated into a murderous cult to take revenge (see for instance
Gillin 1936: 149). On the Maroni both the word and the conception
are unknown. They seem to belong to the western Caribs (see Ahlbrinck
1931: 204).
How does a spirit cause illness or death? The Caribs have no
detailed theory, but a few conceptions can be noted. The water spirit
oko:yumo shoots an arrow (pi:linda) into his victim; death follows
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in due time, unless the arrow is removed. How the arrow causes death
seems to be unknown. Several spirits take away the human soul to
eat it, bit by bit.
It is said that Yu:lcuwai eats the body as well but invisibly so.
A shaman may note it in his dreams. When he observes a particular
spirit near a human being, he knows that the spirit is eating his victim,
or "taking it away" as the euphemism goes.
Ara ekato:nimba may play with a child without harmful intentions.
Since its power is overwhelming the child becomes ill and may die.
This, too, a shaman learns by dreaming about it.
Finally, it seems that the mere presence of a powerful spirit is enough
to cause fever in a human being.
Illness is thus seen as caused by a spirit and his activities.0 The
corollary of this belief is that removal of the spirit is automatically
followed by recovery. Before describing the several methods to remove
a spirit I shall present a few data about health in general.
4.

Health.

The Carib diet consists of manioc cakes (made of the bitter manioc)
and cooked fish, seasoned with a generous amount of pepper. It is
augmented by a large variety of fruits, cultivated in the gardens, semicultivated or wild. Owing to a change in their economy, meat does not
appear frequently on their table (see Kloos n.d. Ch. 2). Amount and
nutritional value of food are both adequate. A health survey, conducted
in 1959, could'find no deficiences (De voedingstoestand 1959). Babies
are breast-fed until a woman's next pregnancy, but the dietary change
is gradual.
The supply of drinking water is good too: the villages are situated
on a sandy ridge and the wells, sunken into the sand, contain clear
and fresh water all year round (the river is brackish, especially in the
dry seasons). The Caribs are very clean as regards their person, taking
a bath in the river at least twice a day. Clothes and hammocks are
washed regularly. Still, sanitary habits explain one of the most important complaints: intestinal parasites. Small children defecate and
urinate around the house. Although the faeces are buried (on the spot)
6

The Caribs are not afraid of spirits and they scarcely protect themselves,
with amulets for example; a Carib who fears to provoke a spirit stays home.
Only infants are protected with amulets (see Kloos n.d. Ch. 3).
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most people are infected with parasites.7 Older children and adults use
either the river or a spot in the forest (every house having its own site).
The most important diseases are (a) infections of the respiratory
tract, (b) anaemia, probably mainly due to parasites, (c) skin afflictions
(varying from infected eczema to persistent boils), (d) afflictions of the
stomach (gastritis), (e) painful joints, (f) caries.
Infections of the respiratory tract and skin are often persistent and
within nuclear families and local groups take on an almost epidemie
nature, owing to a complete lack of hygienic measures that could
prevent contamination (noses are wiped off with a skirt), and close
physical contact.
There have been few epidemics in the recent past: influenza about
1915; malaria (now disappeared, the houses are annually sprayed by
anti-malaria teams) in 1933 (according to the archives of the mission
12 children died, a very high number in that time); measles in 1962
(a few deaths, children and old people). In a small epidemie of measles
during the fieldwork in 1967 no one died, although many children
were very ill.
There is not much special attention for a sick individual in Carib
society and there is no special role for a 'patiënt'. People stay in their
hammock only in really serious cases, when they cannot possibly walk
around any longer. We often saw children, shivering with fever, unhappily walk around, trying to play a bit. A small child is touchingly
cared for by its mother, who keeps it in her arrns all day long. The
relationship between a mother and a sick, small child is extremely
strong. When a child requires constant care of a shaman, both mother
and child move to the shaman's household (see example 5). It is this
faot that often prevents the admittance of a small child into the!
hospita!: the mother refuses to leave the child, and the hospital is not
equipped to house the mother as well.
My elderly informants told me that already in their youth, in the
beginning of the 20th century, the Caribs used to visit the doctor in
both local centers (we have a check on this information in Van Panhuys'
remark that the doctor claimed to know most Amerindians by name —
Van Panhuys 1908: 21). Medical aid was intensified in the fifties, when
the doctor began to visit the main Carib villages. Increased medical aid
has had an impressive effect on infant mortality: it decreased from
about 27 % in the first quarter of this century, to about 9 % nowadays.
7

According to a survey, conducted in 1968, 325 out of 429 individuals (75 %)
were infected with parasites (mainly Ascaris and Anchylostoma).
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But child health is still the main concern of the Carib doctor, the shaman.
The Caribs reward the doctor's effort by visiting him and by taking
the medicines he gives them, but this does not prevent them from using
their traditional methods as well.
5. Traditional methods of curing.
For a simple and transient headache no shaman is consulted. For
fever (ko:mii), diarrhoea (kawa:itu, or ka:ite), infected wounds, boils,
etc, several domestic remedies are known and used. Possibly some
of these medicines (api:wano or epi:ü) contain aotive ingredients
(e.g. some tree barks, used for diarrhoea, which may contain tannin).
Others shade into what we would call magie.8 The term api:wano is
also used for modern insect repellents. Such medicines as the Caribs
use are known to everybody. Differences in individual knowledge do
not lead to specialisation. But when these diseases are not transient,
when fever or diarrhoea last for several days and the patiënt becomes
worse, the shaman is called. I shall describe in this section the shamanistic methods in general terms, and add to each method a typical case.
I. pidinda sucking (pi:linda is "the arrow of the waterspirit").
disease picture: localized pain (typical cases include arm, stomach,
belly). treatment: the shaman makes a few incisions with a razor blade
and sucks vigorously. Blood is drawn (but sleight-of-hand to produce
an object is unknown). It is said that shamans in the past could remove
an object, a transpar ent, round stone, but that a patiënt who really
has a spirit's arrow nowadays is doomed. Still, sucking is practised.
cause: transgression of the rules mentioned in section 3. ejfect: removal
of the "arrow" entails recovery.
example 4. A little boy of ten months has a painful spot in his belly.
His mother asks a shaman and the latter arrivés in the afternoon,
bringing his long cigar. The father takes the child on his lap. The shaman
sits down on a low bench opposite the little boy. He blows smoke in
the direction of his own shoulders to awaken his familiar spirits. He
blows smoke on the baby's belly, and invokes in a few short sentences
the pity of God (intimately addressed as pa:pa, father). He makes a
few fine incisions in the skin, left of the navel and then sucks vigorously.
The boy begins to cry and urinates in the shaman's face. After a few
moments the shaman stops suddenly and walks towards the corner of
the house. With sounds of vomiting he spits out blood. He terminates
8

The Caribs would not; their magie, for which they use the term mo:
works along entirely different lines. I refer to Ahlbrinck (1931: 298ff).
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his treatment by blowing tobacco smoke and pressing his hands, in
which he has blown smoke, on the child's belly. The baby is returned
to its mother to be soothed.
The parents are not aware of having broken any rule, but the local
pain led them to regard the illness as caused by pi:linda.
II. Tobacco blowing (u:lobo, from u:lo, to blow).
disease picture: sudden weeping fits in patients who are already ill
for some time, pain of a more vague and non-localized nature, swellings,
sudden minor cramps. treatment: the shaman makes a long cigar and
blows smoke over thé patiënt, cause: the presence of a spirit, effect: the
powerful spirits of tobacco dislodge the spirit causing the disturbance.
example 5. A child that developed swellings on its head. Since these
swellings were persistent and did not respond to washing with certain
herbs, the mother and her baby moved to the house of the shaman who
treated the child. The baby was restless and each time it began to cry
the shaman took his cigar and blew srnoke over the child.
III. Massage with tobacco smoke {pkï:lika, akï:kabo, to rub, to scrape).
I have never witnessed this method, which seems to be rarely practised. It seems to be an alternative method for blowing smoke and has
the same disease picture. The shaman, I was told, blows smoke into
his closed hands and makes either scooping movements with his hand,
or rubbing movements with his fist, over the patiënt (see also De
Goeje 1943: 78),
IV. Drinking tobacco juice (atu:ivena:kano).
disease picture: general malaise, diarrhoea lasting some time (in
adults), chest complaints, a bad stomach, feelings of weakness. treatment: the shaman prepares the concoction by pounding tobacco leaves,
mixing the pulp with water and pressing the fluid from this mixture.
He blows smoke over the liquid, and, with the aid of a piece of arrow
cane, blows smoke through it. Then he gives his patiënt two large bowls
to drink (in all about ten Utres). The effect is violent: in several spasms
of the stomach the fluid squirts from the mouth of the patiënt, who
has to drink the whole content nonetheless. The patiënt is cleaned
very thoroughly, not only in the process of vomiting (after which the
method takes its name, atu:wena:kano, from uwe:naka, to induce
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vomiting) but also by the help of the tobacco spirits, the taimiv, akï:lï.
Drinking of tobacco is preceded by a séance (see below) the night
before. cause: the presence of spirits, effect: removal of the spirits who
are the cause of the trouble.
example 6. This case concerns a young man whose wife and children
live in thé village, but who works elsewhere as migrant labourer. His
work brings him all over Surinam. He is not actually ill, but he does
not feel quite well, iya:mèy yafame mam,, his body is bad. The shaman
explains that long ago the Caribs, when returning from a long voyage,
used to drink tobacco to remove the bad influences possibly contracted
while travelling over many rivers. The concoction is prepared early in
the morning. The shaman sends a boy to fetch a Carib earthenware
vessel (pa:lapï) because an enamel one is feit to be unsuitable. No such
vessel can be found, however, and, a little bit grudgingly, the shaman
fills the enamel bowl. He lights his cigar and squats before the bowl
to blow smoke. "Ha, pa:pa, ani:kïR po:ko suwe:nakato, ta:mw, aikudu
kè, ilu:pa iwai:tome, ani:kïlimbo aluikatome ifwa", Ha, father [God],
I let him vomit continually, with regard to illness, with tobacco juice,
that he be right, in order to put his former illness into it. The young
man is seated on a small bench and the shaman, standing behind him,
Iets him drink the juice. He cannot stand much and the shaman mixes
the juice with some manioc drink. Even then he is not able to drink
much more than one bowl, but this is thought to be sufficient. The
young man leaves the house to clean himself and to get some fresh air.
Two women, complaining about a bad stamach, ask the shaman to
give them to drink as well. Outside the house they are given the juice
in the same manner.

V. Séance {pta:mm,ga, to hold a séance).
disease picture: any serious, prolonged or sudden illness, but also
mental abnormalities. The séance, moreover, forms part of other treatments like tobacco drinking and ta:kini drinking (see below) and in
becoming a shaman (see Kloos 1969). It extends beyond the field of
illness; when in 1967 a large kuma:ka tree (Ceiba) feil into a creek,
barring the way to many gardens, it was cut after a séance had been
held. This tree houses powerful, malevolent spirits and only shamans,
after talking with them, dare to damage even a dead one. cause: a séance
is held only in cases in which spirits are suspected of causing illness.
treatment: when a shaman is asked to treat a patiënt it is he who
decides whether to hold a séance or not. If he does, the members of
the patient's family build the little shaman's tent to:kai in their own
house. Together with the patiënt himself they retire shortly after sunset
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in their hammock. When it is completely dark the shaman arrivés,
bringing with him his rattle and a few cigars. He enters the tent and
lights his cigar (he smokes during the whole séance). Smoke is blown
towards his shoulders and his feet and he starts talking with his spirits
and singing shamanistic songs, accompanied by the rattle. The whole
séance itself consists of conversations with spirits and songs. To the
listener a séance is a succession of rapidly spoken short phrases in the
shaman's own voice or in tongues (representing the spiritual helpers'
voices), interrupted by songs which either reflect shamanistic activities,
or serve to call particular spirits, and the sounds of spirits. Three roles
are involved: the shaman; the various spirits (whether malevolent or
benevolent) who produce unintelligible sounds; and the familiar spirits
who act as interpreters. In conversation with the spirits the shaman
discusses the case, talks to the culprit(s) and asks his helpers to bring
trim (or them) away. effect: this bringing away is the purpose of the
séance. A shaman may also attach a familiar spirit to his patiënt, either
for only one night, or for life. In the latter case such a guardian spirit
is called an eko :sano; he keeps bad spirits at bay.9
example 7. Towards the end of an afternoon a small boy of three
years suddenly starts to behave very strangely. He walks in circles,
with shaking legs. He loóks around wildly but seems to notice nothing.
His mother wants to put him into his hammock, but he refuses to lie
down. His behaviour is extremely nervous and uncoordinated. An
effort to calm him with a wet, cool towel fails, as does a shower with
se:gi wa:tra (Creole: holy water10). Finally the mother, who acts
composed and seemingly undisturbed, says that she wants to be brought
to a certain shaman, who is at that moment with his family in his
garden, at the other side of the river. The little boy is transported to
the shaman, with his mother. During the crossing the boy grabs the
side of the canoe. Later the mother tells the shaman that the spirit
tried to pull the child into the water. The shaman performs a séance
and discovers an ewa?lumi who came from far away. He succeeds in
chasing him away. The mother stays a few days in the garden, with
the child. After a few days the child develops measles (his strange
behavior can probably be explained as being spasms caused by fever)
and he recovers in due time.
9
10

A séance contains a wealth of information on shamanism. I hope to dedicate
a future publication to a complete transcription and translation of a séance.
It may be of some importance to add that those elements of Roman Catholicism
that became incorporated in daily life, like segi watra, are all connected with
the search for health. This reflects the degree in which the spheres of religion
and that of medicine are merged in Carib culture.
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VI. ta:kini drinking.
disease picture: failing all other methods ta:kini is a last resort, an
ultimate medicine. It is used for prolonged bleeding in women (in some
cases perhaps after miscarriage), certain skin afflictions, sudden cramps,
severe illness without definite symptoms. For men, drinking of ta:kini
usually (but not always) involves becoming a shaman (see Kloos 1969,
several cases) but not so in women. cause: once again bad spirits are
involved, but the effect of ta:kini is feit to be very severe and it is no
easy decision to let a patiënt drink it. treatment: a patiënt drinks two
small glasses of the latex (about 30 cc in all). The resulting attacks
are equated with fever. During the attacks the shaman talks with the
taikini spirits, who are disturbed because their tree has been damaged.
After drinking the patiënt retires for a week and returns after a certain
ritual to the world (this ritual is fully described in Kloos 1969, section 5).
The latex may also be applied to the skin (I have seen it used in the
case of a child with sores), effect: as with the other methods the effect
is the removal of bad spirits. No spirit is able to stand up against the
overwhelming power of the ta:kini spirits, it is said. Even the sceptics
among the Caribs have a complete trust in ta:kini.

example 8. A woman of 26 got fever, followed by bleeding three
days later (I believe it was a miscarriage). The bleeding did not stop
and a shaman was called. He held a séance three times and gave the
woman an eko:sano, a guardian spirit. To cure her completely the
shaman decided to give her ta:kini, because the bad spirit (an ewaflumï)
kept prowling near her. Also Yu:lawai showed interest. After drinking
ta:kini she recovered slowly. During this period her guardian spirit
made her ill, because the smoke of barbecued fish was blown over her
house: the guardian spirit found the strong smell distasteful. The
shaman restored peace during another séance.
It is difficult to establish the frequency and the relative importance
of the six methods described. The first two, pi:linda sucking and
tobacco blowing, are carried out very inconspicuously. Blowing, moreover, is often followed by a séance. I never saw scooping away of
spirits. During my stay 12 cases of drinking tobacco were witnessed,
probably most of the cases which took place during a period of
22 months. In the same period three women drank ta:kini in the village,
and a fourth in another village, while a séance was held somewhere
in the village two or three times a month.
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6. A survey of present-day cases of serious illness.

So far I have concentrated on the Carib specialist and cases of illness
in which only he was involved. But these cases form a minority. In
the majority of the cases the European doctor is consulted at some
phase in the course of illness, and, I can add, in certain cases also a
Bush Negro specialist, the obeah man. I shall discuss in this section
a number of cases in which two or more specialists are consulted. The
healing methods of the obeah man and of the physician are not discussed
in detail, only indicated.
The first addition to the traditional pattern occurs when the European
doctor is visited, whether during his regular visit to the village, or in
Albina in the hospital.
example 9. A 7-year-old boy is feverish for three days. His father,
owner of an outboard motor, brings the child to the hospital to see
the doctor, who gives the child something to suppress the fever. The
fever is subdued for a few days but returns even more strongly. The
parents go to Albina for the second time. The doctor diagnoses pneumonia and wants to keep the child in the hospital. This the parents
refuse, so the doctor gives the boy a heavy shot of penicillin, as heavy
as he dares, and the family returns to the village. The same night a
shaman holds a séance and discovers that the dangerous Yudawai is
attacking the child. He forces the spirit to leave the child and the
boy recovers.
example 10. A girl of one and a half develops serious diarrhoea, with
blood in the faeces. Her father, a shaman, holds a séance, but to no
avail. Next day he brings the child to Albina and visits the doctor.
The latter wants to keep the dehydrated child in the hospital, but the
parents take her home. Again the father talks with the spirits, but
next morning the girl dies, killed by Yu-.lawai.
example 11. A woman of 38 catches influenza (pto:nó) and gets a
headache. When her whole body becomes painful a shaman is consulted.
He talks with her guardian spirit (given to her by her father when
she was a small girl) who explains that he is annoyed because a neighbour has dried fish over a fire and the smoke and the smell has been
drifting over the woman's house for more than a day. But the woman,
the appeased eko:sano notwithstanding, does not recover, and when
she becomes sleepless, and the important shamans are occupied with
other patients (a shaman ought to treat only one patiënt at a time) she
wants to be brought to the hospital. She stays a few days in the hospital
and is then sent back, recovered. Afterwards she is not very sure who
has actually cured her.
In general it can be stated that the Caribs first consult a shaman, but
seldom refuse to go to the doctor. Often they hesitate too long, however.
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example 12. A pregnant young woman (15 years) complains about
swollen feet and pain in her legs. According to the shaman she has
numerous waterspirits upon her, because several times, before her
pregnancy, her menstruation had set in in the garden, during a journey
in the swamps or on the other side of the river. He chases away the
spirits but her condition (toxaemia) becomes worse and reluctantly
she goes to the hospital in Albina. The baby is delivered in Albina but
is already dead; its mother's life is saved only because a machine for
supplying oxygen happens to be available.
In such a case the doctor tends to be blamed: the Caribs do not
understand what happened and nobody has ever taken the trouble to
explain western medical science in understandable terms. But not all
cases end as unhappily as example 12.
example 13. A two-year-old girl is physically very weak, without
clear symptoms. One or two shamans are consulted, but they are
unable to improve her condition. The doctor in Albina succeeds in
improving her condition somewhat and proceeds to send the anaemic
child to a hospital in Paramaribo. She receives a blood transfusion (the
parents elaborate this point since their blood is used) and the child
recovers completely.
In this case, in which the parents agreed with the doctor to hospitalize
the child, the former were very enthousiastic about the European treatment: they were deeply impressed by western medicine, blood transfusion in particular. But successful cases seem to have less effect on
the Caribs .than unsuccessful ones. The fear of several Caribs for an
injection is partly based on a case of a severely burned child, that was
brought very late to the hospital and died after having received an
injection. Post hoc, ergo propter hoc, the father reasoned apparently,
and as a result many mothers still hesitate to go the doctor, fearing
that he might give their child an injection.
It must be emphasized that the doctor works under difficult circumstances, with poor equiptnent (at least in Albina), with a not very
adequate supply of medicines, and with patients who do not appreciate
the background of his craft. No wonder that the doctor sometimes fails
and the shaman seems to succeed. Such cases are very difficult to
assess, however.
example 14. A girl of 19 has a kind of skin disease on her buttocks
(I could establish neither its exact location nor its nature with any
degree of certainty, because it was not in a place a man is allowed to
inspect very closely). At first it had been a wound, I was told. The
doctor in St. Laurent (unfortunately I have been unable to tracé him)
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had given medicines but they gave only temporary relief. Small pimples
developed and then she consulted a shaman. He let her wash the
afflicted skin witb an infusion, used in cases of scabies (kumi:sï), made
frorn the plant kololeiwa (Leonitis nepetaefolia). And when this did
not improve her condition, he gave her ta:kini. It cured her, she and
her parents told me afterwards.
A case like example 14 lies just before the threshold to the third
category of cases, characterized by long-enduring, more or less incurable
illness (uncurable in the medical situation in which the Caribs find
themselves). The first example in this category concerns a mongoloid
girl, born in 1964.
example 15. The child was very retarded and did not learn to walk
or talk. The mother delivered another child and the girl was often
with her father, who took care of her. Because she was often ill, the
parents frequently visited the doctor. He is reputed to have said once
that he was unable to do anything to improve the child's health. Finally,
when the child got ulcers on her thighs, they did not see the doctor,
but went to an obeah man (a Bush Negro, or Creole medicine man)
near Albina. He washed the child with certain medicines. After some
improvement her condition became worse. A domestic remedy against
ulcers was tried, then a shaman was consulted, but before he could
hold a séance the child died. Two possible causes are mentioned. The
paternal grandfather's spirit (ekato:nïmbo) is always near his descendants (the man drowned). He wants to help them but the outcome is
always tragically wrong. He already killed a son, and now killed a
granddaughter, after having played with her. In the second place
a snake's spirit is mentioned. The parents had lived for some time in
the old house of the wife's elder sister. The sister's husband had once
killed a Boa and its spirit was still in the house, seeking revenge.
According to the obeah man this spirit was taking away the child's
soul bit by bit. Therefore, she did not grow and evenitually died (this
is not a Carib belief, at least not originally).
The second case in this category concerns the son of a couple unable
to beget normal offspring (according to a medical specialist who treated
the child the parents were genetically incompatible). Only the couple's
first child is normal and alive (this casts some doubt upon the child's
ancestry. A difference between father and progenitor is not unusual in
Carib society, certainly not for the first child of a woman, and such
differences are usually well-known; in this case there is not even a
rumour pertaining to a discrepancy). Six children, two girls and four
boys, have already died in infancy.
example 16. The baby, a boy, was born in the hospital in St. Laurent.
Previous children had been delivered in the village, but the parents
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hoped that a different place of birth would keep the child alive (they
hoped among other things to escape the spirit of a snake, see below).
That was in May 1966. The baby stayed a few months in the hospital;
it was retarded but relatively healthy. In January 1967 the family
returned to Christiaankondre. Although the child remained very weak,
it improved a little bit in its social development.
One of the shamans held a séance for the child. Again the couple
went !to the doctor, now in Albina, who sent the child to a specialist
in Paramaribo. The child stayed three months in a hospital in Paramaribo and the couple returned to the village once more. After some
time they visited the doctor in Albina again, who, finding the baby
very weak, wanted to keep it a few days. The parents refused. Instead
they travelled to a small Amerindian settlement south of Paramaribo
(a younger sister of the child's mother lived there) to consult a Creole
obeah man. He washed the child with medicines and according to the
parents the baby looked better. In all they paid two visits to this man.
Back in Christiaankondre the baby contracted influenza, then diarrhoea.
Again a shaman was consulted; he held a séance and blew smoke over
the child, but it died after a few weeks, in August 1967. In January 1968
the next child was born, as abnormal as the deceased child.
Many causes were mentioned. The medical specialist's point of view
was not understood (although the father once voiced the opinion that
he might have normal children with another woman). The feared maneater Yu:lawai was mentioned. Also it was said that the father once
killed a Boa, whose spirit had stayed with hini: ever afterwards and
took revenge on his children. The obeah man said that the father had
'gotten' the spirit of the woodlouse (Creole akantamasi, Car. kubi:sa),
a malevolent spirit, when he was a balata bleeder (like the belief in
the Boa taking revenge this is not a Carib belief).
Even more complicated is the third and last example in this category.
It concerns a girl about 12 years old when her troubles started.
example 17. In March 1966, when she was with her parents in their
fishing camp near the sea, she suddenly got fits during her sleep. She
was brought to her maternal grandfather, a shaman, who blew tobacco
smoke over her, but to no avail. Then the girl was brought to the
doctor in Albina and she stayed a few days in the hospital. She had
no fits during these days, but in the canoe on her way home it started
all over again. At home, when she had no attacks, she looked constantly around her, as if she saw fearful things. She hardly slept for
fear of being attacked by something. Various people, among them
kinsmen living in Albina, said that a doctor would be unable to cure
her, and they suggested a Negro woman in Albina.
The girl's parents went to see her and the girl was washed with
certain medicines. But without any effect. A shaman living near
Albina held a séance and then suggested visiting another obeah man,
also living in the vicinity of Albina. The girl and her family stayed
a few days with this man, who washed the girl with beer. During
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day-time she was all right, but at night the fits came back. Since the
obeah man did not give enough attention, in the eyes of the parents,
they tried other specialists. In Albina they met a Bush Negro from
Western Surinam (a Matuwari), who claimed to have learned to cure
a disease like the girl had. He went to live with the family in Langamankondre for several weeks. The girl had no attacks during his stay.
Meanwhile two shamans held séances, the girl's maiternal grandfather
and another close relative, a MoMoSiSo. After a few weeks the
Matuwari said that he had done what he could. He went away, saying
that they should try others too. The parents then found an obeah man
in the vicinity of Paramaribo (via friends). They paid him a visit and
he told them that after such a long illness a rapid recovery could not
be expected. He treated the girl and she improved. In September 1967
she was almost recovered: she feit bad only after strenous labour or
during a feast with many people talking and laughing around her. But
suddenly she collapsed again. The parents asked the obeah man from
Paramaribo to come and he stayed a week in Langamankondre. Once
again the girl recovered a little bit, and that was her condition when
I left the village.
Several explanations were offered in the course of her illness, some
of ithem later rejected: a) the mother of the girl had been married to
another man, before her present marriage. Because her first husband
was too exacting she had left him. His father, a shaman, had sent a
spirit to harm his one-time daughter-in-law. This explanation is no
longer believed: b) the obeah man and the medicine woman in Albina
both said that the spirit of the Boa had made her ill; c) back in Langamankondre a different explanation was found. The girl's maternal
grandmother (the wife of one of the treating shamans) dreamed about
a spirit who came from Tapuhuku, a Carife village near Albina. The
background is this: a few years before the MoMoSiSo of the girl
had accidentally killed' a man from Tapuhuku. The father of the victim
was a shaman and had sent the spirit of the woodlouse to revenge
his son. The spirit was unable to harm its proper target, because
he was a shaman himself, and attacked a member of his family instead. This theory was affirmed in séances, held by the two shamans
involved. The Matuwari, too, thought this plausible; allegedly he had
independently (.?) arrived at the conclusion that the cause was a spirit
who came from upstream (Tapuhuku does lie upstream}: d) the shamans
added as an additional cause the spirit of the fits or cramps, wa:yopa^
yu:mï; e) the last obeah man rejected all theories and said that someone
had sent a bad spirit to the family out of jealousy, the father of the girl
being one of the Chief's assistants. The father regarded this as the
best theory.
7. Conclusion.
We are now able to state in general terms how the Caribs behave
in case of illness. When illness does not appear to be very serious,
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domestic remedies are applied and when the doctor pays a visit to the
village it is he who is consulted rather than the shaman. Alternatively
the patiënt is brought to Albina. This depends partly upon the attitudes
of the families concerned: there are differences in acceptance of western
medicine (although this does not appear from the examples given). In
cases with a sudden onset, especially when accompanied by abnormal
behavior, it is the shaman who is first consulted. In more seriouslooking cases both shaman and doctor are consulted, usually the shaman
first. In really serious cases the consequence is that medical aid may
come too late. Another consequence is that curing methods belonging
to two cultures are in use simultaneously, although the shaman is in
most cases praised for the result. I do not know any cases in which
the shaman urged a patiënt to see a western doctor (but neither did I
find cases in which he tried to prevent this, case 10 is fairly typical).
In serious diseases with a lingering character, the Creole or Bush
Negro obeah man is introduced. It is feit that the doctor is powerless
and as a result he is dropped. Treatment of shamans and of obeah men
are interchanged freely in the ongoing search for health.
Apart from jtechnical distinctions, primitive practitioners belong to
different categories: quacks, who more or less consciously deceive
their patients; savants, who with the aid of medicinal herbs (a rather
neglected field of research in anthropology) and other knowledge are
able to cure certain diseases; psychiatrists avant-la-lettre, who seem
to be able to restore a disturbed personality, etc. To what category
does the Carib shamaii' belong? How effective is his treatment from
our point of view? Although not medically or psychiatrically trained
I shall try to answer these questions. I am sure that the Carib shaman
himself believes in his capacities. He is aware that he is but a poor
representative of his craft when compared with the shamans of the
past, but still he believes himself to be able to influence spirits to cure
the sick. Here, in contrast to some sociejties, there is no question of
the shaman feigning powers in the hope of material reward. He is
reasonably honest, too: when he realizes that he has failed, he tries
again (he undergoes a second or third training) or he stops his activities
as a shaman altogether (see Kloos 1969). Those who are active are
not frauds.
The shaman, moreover, has a pragmatic and critical public: it is an
accepted view that a newly initiaited shaman knows only the fundamentals of his craft. He is given the opportunity to practice and he is
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given the benefit of the doubt, but he has to prove his ability by curing
his patients (or, I should perhaps say, by giving them the idea that he
has cured them).
In Carib curing, we must distinguish between the domestic remedies
known to all, and shamanistic curing. As f ar as I know no research
of any importance has been carried out in Guiana on Amerindian
medicine. It would be necessary to compile a list with medicines, to
identify them, ito note their purported effect, to assess their afficacy
and to study their chemical or other properties.11 Apart from tobacco
juice and ta:kini drinking the shamanistic craft is entirely psychological.
Again, not much is known about the effect to tobacco. The nature of
the chemical respotisible for, the purported effect on the human being
in ta:kini latex is even wholly unknown. The Caribs say that — apart
from being an ultimate medicine that succeeds when even the doctor
fails (note the implied evaluation of the doctor) — it tends to produce
infentility. My demographic data, however, fail to support this contention.
Drinking tobacco juice and ta: kini latex notwithstanding, the treatment of the Carib shaman is characteristically of a psychological nature.
How does this fact correspond to the kinds of disease they suffer from ?
The majority of the cases of illness seem to be of somatic rather than
psycho-somatic nature. Diseases like the ones mentioned in sectioti 4,
and also the aotual cases in section 5 and 6, are not caused by some
psychological disorder. Further, the characteristic Carib personali-ty is
not one in which disorders are likely to be present. Theirs is a very
self-reliant personality, with very few signs of anxiety. There is not
much correspondence between illness and curing methods at present.
Whether this holds true for the past is another question. Self-reliance
seems to have increased in recent times, and several diseases were
originally not known. Therefore, it might be hypothesized that in the
time that shamanism, was the only medical specialization, there was a
much closer connectión between cure and disease. At present the
correspondence seems to be low, and the shaman is losing his purported
abilities as a consequence.
The whole situation of shamanism may be summed up as follows:
the principles of shamanism are still believed by the majority, but the
present shamans are regarded, both by shaman and by non-shaman, as
but poor representatives of their craft. This is not an entirely new
tl

A beginning has been made by Relyveld (1966) but the species investigated
by him are not used by the Caribs of the Maroni, at least not as medicines.
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opinion. It was already voiced sonie forty years ago, by Maliwa:yu,
who, confronted with the diseases of the Europeans, expressed himself
in like terms to Penard (see Penard 1928: 626).
In the decline, other factors than internal ones played a role. In the
past it was mainly the missionary who agitated against the shaman.
Nowadays the relationship is characterized by peace, but the old conflict may be seen in certain attitudes of the shaman towards the church.
At the moment it is the doctor who is the main opponent of the shaman,
through his work. None of the doctors, so far I know, aotually fought
shamanism. One of them, working as a government physician in Albina,
is reputed to have said "come to me first and then consult a shaman".
His words probably had some effect. The shamans themselves are not
opposed to western medicine and some of them consult the doctor
themselves (see example 18, below).
According to the Caribs another cause of the decline of the power
of the shamans is that they no' longer keep -their taboos. This is probably
more a consequence than a cause of decline. Decline and the development of the choice situation have some effects on Carib culture (even
leaving aside, here, the problem of the shaman's function in the system
of social control). First in a purely material sense. The Carib shaman
receives no material reward. When a shaman succeeds in curing a
patiënt, his omly reward is affection, on the part of his formêr patients
and/or his family, and increasing prestige. The affection of the former
patiënt can be expflessed in an occasional gift, some tobacco, a fish
after a rich catch, perhaps a bottle of wine, but this is not seen as
reward. The shaman's familiar spirits, moreover, are opposed to gifts
of money, they would leave the shaman if he accepted, it is said.
The services of the doctor are free, too'. The Caribs pay neither for
consultations, nor for medicines, whether in- Albina or in Paramaribo.
The same applies for a stay in the hospital. In case of urgency, gasoline
needed for transporting a patiënt by outboard from the village to
Albina is reimbursed by the government. A visit to Paramaribo is also
paid for by the government! In 1967 the villages of Christiaankondre
and Bigistai} were given an 18 hp. outboard motor, to be used for
urgent transport of the sick.
Of course, free medical aid is not all. When a child or another
member of the family is hospitalized, the whole family often moves
to Albina, St. Laurent or Paramaribo (see case 16). In such a case
a man usually finds himself a job for some time. Although the Caribs
do not pay the doctor, some of them offer him presents, just as they
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do the sharnan, (coconuts, crabs, fish, turtle eggs, beadwork, basketry
or pottery).
It is the obeah man who is expensive for the Caribs (who have
parenthetically, a relatively good income from selling fish). In case 15
the parents were charged (in Surinam florins) Sf 2.50 (or $ 1.4)
which it not much. In the case of the little boy, example 16, the child
was bathed in chicken blood, egg, taffia (a kind of rum) and beer: two
consultations, in all Sf 35, or $ 19. In example 17 the Creole woman
asked food and some other commodities, such as cloth, taffia and beer,
and some cash money, in all Sf 60. The second one only wanted some
beer, in all about Sf 15. The obeah man who came to live in Langamankondre was given food and some money, in all Sf 25 (apart from meals
and housing). The founth specialist charged Sf 80 for four days. I do
not know how much he charged for his visit to Langamankondre, but
apart from; that, the Negro specialists charged a total of Sf 180, or
almost $ 100 (apart from this the family suffered loss of income,
travelling-expenses and the need to buy food).
The most important change has been a shift in the conception about
the cause of disease. The fundamental rule still is that illness is caused
by spirits. This conception is strengthened by the obeah maai, who
firmly believes in it himself (although he may believe in different
spirits), but weakened by the doctor. It seems that the scales are tipping
in favor of the latter. The corollary of the basic conception about
illness was that to cure a patiënt the bad spirit had to be removed. We
have noted already that of old the Caribs did not act in complete
accordance wifth this corollary. Many minor ailments were treated
with domestic medicines, even when the patiënt went to a shaman
in a later phase of illness. The doctor in Albina stands close to the
average Carib man or woman with his knowledge of domestic remedies,
except /that his medicines are better. In some cases the Caribs buy their
own medicines on their owtt initiative, as in the case of diarrhoea,
headache (aspirin) and intestinal worms (medicines, containing piperazine). These medicines can be purchased in Albina. The really important conceptual shift is that more cases of illness are feit to be not
really caused by spirits, and that there is some hesitation to ascribe
a case to (the action of spirits, unless it is proven. Many shamans say,
when asked about the cause of illness in a patiënt under treatment,
that they do not know for certain until recovery: when their treatment
is followed by recovery, then the cause must have been a spirit. In a
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sense they apply their old, critica! idea about efficacy to the new
situatioin!
example 18. an active shaman of about 46 suddenly became ill when
he was fishing. With stomach-ache he came back te* the village: a
typical case for the shaman. He was treated by the ablest shaman in
the village (who> tried to suck pidinda). The itreaiting shaman failed,
as the pain did not leave the patiënt. Next day the sick shaman went
to the doctor. After a few days in the hospital he was completely cured,
and he regarded this as proof that it was not a spirit who had made
him ill.
The belief that shamanistic knowledge is not sufficient is not recent,
but nowadays it also indudes otherwise typical spirit-caused, shamanistic cases. It will be dear that Carib mentality is conducive to the
adoption of other medical methods.
Apart from this generail change, changes in detail may be observed
as well. It is the obeah man who augmented Carib beliefs with the
belief in the avenging spirit of the Boa. Of old, the Caribs attached
much importance to snakes, who played an important role in mythology.
But these snakes were all of a mythological nature. There was, for
instance, the enormous ala:niali, who was so big that his body was
wrapped around all the branches of the giant kuma:ka tree and even
then hung with his head almost on the ground to catch animals he
attracted with his magie. But reai, living snakes played no part in
illness, unless, of course, they bit a man (the Caribs are quite aware
of the nature of poison). The land boa (segu:miiy) was a relatively
harmless snake, who sometimes even came in the houses. The Caribs
were afraid of the large specimens, but not for supernatural reasons
(such reasons are never mentioned in older sources).12 The Boa is
at the moment seldom called by its Carib name, but more often by
its Bush Negro or Creole name, daguwè, or pada gado. This snake
plays an important role in Bush Negro and Creole religious thinking.
For the Caribs is became, characteristically, a bad spirit. If it is killed
on purpose, its spirit stays with the murderer and proceeds to kill
his children. Only an obeah man is able to help in such a case. A Carib
shaman is powerless. We have seen in the examples 15, 16 and 17 that

12

Kappler (1854: 95) relates that the Caribs were afraid to catch a Boa, but
there is not the slightest indication that there was a supernatural reason
for their fear. Ahlbrinck (1931) does not mention any belief about snake spirits.
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the spirit of the Boa does feature in Carib etiology — but only when
obeah men are consulted.
Likewise the belief in the spirit of the woodlouse seems to be an
innovation, derived from the obeah man.13
We have seen how the Caribs came Lrnto the sphere of influence of
non-Carib medical specialists. What abotit the reverse? Do members
of other societies make use of the Carib shamans? The answer is yes,
sporadically. Apart fro'm a few cases, which occurred before the period
of the fieldwork, I have only one example. It concerns an East Indian,
who had heard about the fame of the foremost shaman in Christiaankondre. According to the shaman it was a case of poisoning. He gave
the man some leaves. Among the older cases are several accounts I
cannot regard as reiiable. Probably reliable is a case of a Creole from
French Guiana, who used ta:kini. The man was a customs-house officer
in St-Laurent, and feil ill after confiscating cootraband belonging to
a Djuka. He was cured by a Carib shaman.
In genera!, it is said, Carib shamans are loath to itreat non-Caribs,
because a broken taboo (in force after drinking ta:kini for example)
may harm the shaman as well. But I could collect only legendary cases
shedding light on ithat opinion.
University of Amsterdam

PETER KLOOS
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